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Size and Shape of the Corpus Callosum in Adult
Niemann-Pick Type C Reflects State and Trait
Illness Variables
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Variable alterations to the structure of the corpus callosum have been
described in adults with NPC, a neurometabolic disorder known to result in both white and gray matter
pathology. This study sought to examine the structure of the callosum in a group of adult patients with
NPC and compared callosal structure with a group of matched controls, and to relate callosal structure
with state and trait illness variables.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Nine adult patients with NPC were matched to control subjects (n ⫽ 26)
on age and sex. The corpus callosum was segmented from the midsagittal section of T1-weighted
images on all subjects, and total area, length, bending angle, and mean thickness were calculated. In
addition, 39 regional thickness measures were derived by using a previously published method. All
measures were compared between groups, and analyzed alongside symptom measures, biochemical
parameters, and ocular-motor measures.
RESULTS: The callosal area and mean thickness were significantly reduced in the patient group, and

regional thickness differences were greatest in the genu, posterior body, isthmus, and anterior
splenium. Global callosal measures correlated significantly with duration of illness and symptom score,
and at trend level with degree of filipin staining. Measures of reflexive saccadic peak velocity and gain,
and self-paced saccades, correlated strongly with total callosal area.
CONCLUSIONS: Callosal structure and size reflect both state and trait markers in adult NPC, and they
may be useful biomarkers to index both white and gray matter changes that reflect illness severity and
progression.
ABBREVIATIONS: Cr ⫽ creatine; DTI ⫽ diffusion tensor imaging; FEF ⫽ frontal eye field; NPC ⫽

Niemann-Pick disease type C

N

PC is a progressive neurovisceral disorder of intracellular
sterol cycling that results from mutations to the genes
encoding for the NPC1 and NPC2 proteins, and it presents in
adults in 10%–20% of cases.1 This results in splenomegaly,
ataxia, vertical supranuclear ophthalmoplegia, and cognitive
impairment.2 Adult-onset presentations are often associated
with significant neuropsychiatric disturbance, particularly
schizophrenia-like psychosis.3
The effects of accumulation of cholesterol and glycolipids
on neural tissue are wide-ranging and affect dendritic and axonal morphology, alter axonal transport and intracellular
lysosomal transport, and affect neuronal-glial interactions.4
GM2 and GM3 gangliosides, glucosylceramide, and lactosylceramide are accumulated in both white and gray matter.5
This results in significant ultrastructural change to neuronal
cell bodies, axons, and dendrites that is associated with significant axonal and neuronal loss.4,6 Modern neuroimaging techniques such as MR imaging can allow for the assessment and
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monitoring of these changes in vivo, though the relative rarity
of adult NPC has meant that few systematic studies have been
undertaken.
Alterations in the intensity of T2-weighted imaging have
been commonly reported in adult NPC,7-10 and T2 changes
have been reported in the corpus callosum.7 Reduction of callosal size has been reported in series of pediatric11,12 and adult
patients.9,13-15 DTI studies in NPC show marked reductions in
fractional anisotropy in the callosum in particular, among
other long association tracts, in both children11 and adults.16
However, given that the callosum is topographically organized
with different callosal regions connecting different contralateral regions of cerebral cortex,17 it is unclear whether these
changes occur globally across the callosum or are restricted to
specific regions carrying homotopic fibers from discrete cortical regions. Alterations to callosal structure are well established in neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer
disease, where changes are felt to reflect the loss of interhemispheric-projecting neurons.18,19
Degenerative changes in the callosum are frequently reported in animal models of NPC, particularly in the BALB/C
mouse.7,20-23 This may be in part because of a marked reduction in glial cells in the callosum.24,25
What is not clear from the limited number of case reports
in adult NPC is whether the presence of callosal atrophy is
universal in NPC, or whether the degree of atrophy is reflective
of the degree of illness severity or progression. Furthermore,
the relative regional specificity of callosal changes in NPC has
not been described. We sought to examine the differences be-

Table 1: Clinical, biochemical, and ocular-motor variables for the NPC patient group
Demographic Variables

Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Age
(yr)
49
23
33
32
43
20
32
31
18

Gender
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

Illness Variables
Age at
Onset
(yr)
47
17
29
26
41
19
25
19
14

Duration
(yr)
2
6
4
6
2
1
7
12
4

Illness
Scale
5
13
9
7
6
5
11
15
7

Biochemical
Variables
Filipin
(%)
20
75
25
60
15
90
70
95
70

Cholesterol
Esterification
(pmol/hr/mg)
NA
2.2
1.5
5.3
2.3
2
2.9
0.3
1.4

Ocular-Motor Variables
Vmax
(°/s)
538
NA
456
411
355
522
321
125
495

Reflexive
Gain
0.985
NA
0.785
0.797
0.895
0.962
0.735
0.517
0.909

␣
(ms/°)
1.053
NA
1.67
1.383
2.233
1.639
1.596
8.817
1.538

␤ Antisaccade
(ms)
Errors (%)
15.64
66.67
NA
NA
14.47
53
21.03
75
15.18
60.5
15.46
53
29.37
92
2.77
100
16.12
93

Self-Paced
Saccades
(30 s)
59
NA
43
65
72
64
36
26
97

tween adult patients with NPC in size and shape of the callosum, and to examine the relationship between callosal structure and several clinical and biochemical illness variables.
Materials and Methods
Subjects

BRAIN

Data were acquired from 9 adult patients with NPC (6 men, 3
women), all from the Royal Melbourne Hospital, Australia (Table 1),
between 2000 and 2010. All adult patients with NPC assessed during
this period were included. Diagnosis was confirmed with biochemical
analysis of cultured fibroblasts, by using cholesterol esterification rate
and percentage of cells staining abnormally for perinuclear cholesterol. Age at onset of neurologic symptoms and duration of symptoms
were acquired, and patients were clinically rated on the NPC-specific
Iturriag rating scale.26 Patients were matched for age and sex with
healthy controls (n ⫽ 26; 17 men, 9 women) without a history of
major medical, neurologic, or psychiatric illness, and the study was
approved by the local research and ethics committee.

ORIGINAL RESEARCH

MR Imaging Acquisition and Analysis
All subjects were scanned on a 1.5T Signa MR imaging machine (GE
Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) at the Royal Melbourne Hospital.
A volumetric echo-spoiled gradient echo sequence generated 124
contiguous, 1.5-mm coronal sections with TE/TR 3.3/14.3 ms; flip
angle, 30°; matrix size, 256 ⫻ 256; FOV, 24 ⫻ 24 cm; and voxel
dimensions, 0.938 ⫻ 0.938 mm. A numeric code was used to ensure
blind analysis of data.
Image processing used in this study has been described previously.27-31 In brief, after segmenting the brain from nonbrain tissues,
images were registered by using a 9-parameter linear transformation
to a template image comprising the average of 152 normal T1weighted MR imaging scans previously placed in stereotaxic coordinate space. The midsagittal section was identified and interpolated to
a voxel dimension of 0.5 ⫻ 0.5 mm in the y and z planes, and white
matter voxels in the midsagittal section were identified by using histogram segmentation. Noncallosal voxels were then removed manually. A measure of callosal area in total square millimeters in stereotaxic space was then generated. To measure regional callosal
thickness, voxels at the edge of the callosum were identified, and upper and lower edges were defined according to anterior and posterior
end points. An iterative search for optimum end points that maximized the length of a line segment traversing the center of the callosum was then performed (Fig 1). The line segment was defined by

Fig 1. Extraction of the corpus callosum from midsagittal image. Top shows midsagittal
callosal image, middle shows binarized callosal image, and bottom shows midspline
traversing callosum between 2 end points and callosal thicknesses orthogonal to equidistant points along the midspline.

dividing the upper and lower surfaces of the callosum into 40 equidistant portions by 39 nodes. The midpoints between corresponding
nodes on the upper and lower surfaces were identified. The line segment was created by joining end points and successive midpoints.
Once the optimum end points and corresponding midpoints were
identified, a smooth curve joining them was obtained with cubic
spline interpolation, and the anteroposterior length of this curve was
measured (callosal length). This curve was divided into 40 segments
of equal lengths by 39 nodes. At each node, the line orthogonal to the
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 32:1340 – 46 兩 Aug 2011 兩 www.ajnr.org
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Fig 2. Callosal metrics. Top left, total callosal area; top right, length of callosal midspline; bottom left, 39 individual thickness measures perpendicular to midcallosal spline; bottom right,
callosal bending angle.

curve was calculated. The distance between its intersection with the
dorsal and ventral surfaces of the callosum represented regional callosal thickness at these 39 points. The mean of these thicknesses across
the callosum was generated as mean callosal thickness. Finally, a simple measure of curvature, the callosal bending angle, was obtained by
measuring the angle between 2 vectors, each joining each end point of
the callosum to the midpoint, along the midspline of the callosum.
The main callosal metric types are illustrated in Fig 2.

Ocular Motor Measures
Ocular motor testing has been described previously,32 and was obtainable for 8 of 9 patients. Horizontal eye and target position was
recorded with a Microguide 1000 infrared limbus eye tracker (Microguide, Downers Grove, Illinois). Stimuli were green 5-mm light-emitting diodes on an arc 1.6 m in front of the participant, which subtended ⫾20°. Only data from the better-recorded eye were analyzed,
given conjugate gaze in NPC. For calibration, the target stepped from
0 to 20° left and right every 5 seconds. For reflexive saccades, 60 target
steps between 5 and 30° were randomly presented. For antisaccades,
39 targets at ⫾5 and 10° were presented randomly, with participants
instructed to look away from the stimulus. For self-paced saccades,
targets at ⫾10° were illuminated and the participant was asked to look
between them as rapidly as possible for 30 seconds.
Data were analyzed interactively under Matlab (MathWorks,
Natick, Massachusetts) with a program that identified saccade onset
at horizontal eye velocities of 30°/s and accelerations of 8000°/s2; reflexive saccade amplitude, latency, and peak velocity were analyzed, as
were spontaneous saccade amplitude and peak velocity. We also calculated ␣, the slope of the peak duration versus amplitude regression
line (milliseconds per degree), and ␤, the intercept of the regression
line; a reduction in both ␣ and ␤ represents an improvement in saccadic velocity and these were outcome measures used in the published
randomized control trial for miglustat.33 Antisaccade errors were tallied according to whether a subsequent correction was made or not.
Finally, the number of self-paced saccades generated in 30 seconds
was counted by direct inspection.

Table 2: Demographic and callosal variables across control and
NPC patient groups
NPC
Controls
Age (yr, mean ⫾
31.22 ⫾ 10.17 30.24 ⫾ 9.78
SD)
Gender (M/F)
6/3
17/9
Total callosal area 572.19 ⫾ 67.33 702.74 ⫾ 90.22
(mm2)
Bending angle
1.66 ⫾ 0.13
1.69 ⫾ 0.10
(radians)
Total callosal length 97.80 ⫾ 7.72
98.18 ⫾ 5.29
(mm)
Mean callosal width
6.19 ⫾ 1.01
7.49 ⫾ 0.79
(mm)

Variable
t ⫽ 0.252

P
.805

2 ⫽ 0.040 .841
t ⫽ ⫺3.96 ⬍.0001
t ⫽ ⫺0.75

.472

t ⫽ ⫺0.16

.894

t ⫽ ⫺3.96 ⬍.0001

biochemical, and callosal variables were conducted by using Spearman rank correlation coefficient. For regional callosal thickness, a
nonparametric permutation method of 20,000 randomizations was
used for all group comparisons to examine for an effect of group, to
account for nonindependence between adjacent thickness measurements and for multiple comparisons.34 Step-down t-testing to determine which regions showed significant change was planned to localize
between-group differences in regional callosal thickness. Nonparametric regression analyses by using multiple dependent variables were
undertaken to determine the effect of clinical and biochemical variables on regional callosal thickness. Statistical inference was based on
the method of Holm, which controls for multiple comparisons of
nonindependent measures by controlling the family-wise error rate
without assuming independence.35

Results
Demographic Data
Demographic data are presented in Table 2. There was no
significant difference between the patient and NPC groups on
measures of age (t ⫽ 0.252, P ⫽ .805) and sex (2 ⫽ 0.04, P ⫽
.841).

Statistical Analysis
Analysis for between-group differences in demographic variables was
undertaken with independent t tests for age in years, and 2 analyses
for sex. Unitary callosal measures such as total callosal area, callosal
length, mean callosal thickness, and callosal bending angle were compared between groups by using t tests. Correlations between clinical,
1342
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Main Callosal Metrics
As seen in Table 2 and Fig 3, the NPC group had a significantly
smaller total callosal area by almost 20% (t ⫽ ⫺3.96, P ⬍
.0001). Although bending angle and total length did not differ
between the groups, the mean callosal thickness was signifi-

Fig 3. Boxplots (with quartiles) showing between-group comparisons of main callosal metrics: total area (top left), mean width (top right), total length (bottom left), and bending angle
(bottom right).

cantly lower in the NPC group, by a similar degree (t ⫽ ⫺3.96,
P ⬍ .0001).

area at trend level (r ⫽ ⫺0.59, P ⫽ .094), implicating disease
severity independent of progression being reflected in global
callosal size. Multivariate regression did not show a significant

Regional Callosal Thickness
At a group level, the callosum was significantly thinner in the
NPC group (Fig 4), suggesting a globally thinner callosum in
patients (F ⫽ 15.76, P ⬍ .0001). Step-down analysis showed
greatest reductions in the anterior genu (sections 5 and 6),
posterior body (sections 19 –27), isthmus and anterior splenium,27-34 seen in Fig 5.
Relationship between Callosal and Clinical Variables
Age of onset did not significantly correlate with any callosal
variable. The duration of neurologic symptoms significantly
negatively correlated with total callosal area (r ⫽ ⫺0.73, P ⬍
.05) but no other variable, suggesting that with increasing illness duration, callosal size reduced. Similarly, score on the
illness scale significantly negatively correlated with callosal
area (r ⫽ ⫺0.84, P ⫽ .005) and callosal width (r ⫽ ⫺0.67, P ⬍
.05), and at trend level with bending angle (r ⫽ ⫺0.64, P ⫽
.063), suggesting that illness progression, severity, or both
were associated with a smaller, thinner, more curved callosum
(Fig 6). Esterification rate did not correlate with any variable,
but degree of filipin staining negatively correlated with callosal

Fig 4. Mean callosal thickness in patients with NPC and controls. Genu thickness (left) and
splenium thickness (right).
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Fig 5. Significance map showing regions of change across the callosum. Genu (left) and splenium (right).

Fig 6. Correlations between callosal area with duration of symptoms (left) and symptom score (right).

correlation between regional callosal thickness and duration
of neurologic symptoms (P ⫽ .313), symptom scale score (P ⫽
.112), and filipin staining percentage (P ⫽ .825).
Brain stem ocular motor measures showed significant correlations with total callosal area, Vmax (r ⫽ 0.71, P ⬍ .05), and
reflexive saccadic gain (r ⫽ 0.752, P ⫽ .031), suggesting that
increasing callosal size is associated with reflexive saccades of
greater velocity and accuracy; ␣ and ␤ did not however correlate with any callosal variable. When frontal measures were
examined, antisaccades did not correlate with any variable,
whereas self-paced saccade count significantly correlated with
callosal area (r ⫽ 0.823, P ⬍ .05) and callosal thickness (r ⫽
0.854, P ⬍ .01), suggesting that greater frontal function is associated with a larger, thicker callosum.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that corpus callosum area and thickness is significantly reduced at group level in adult patients
with NPC compared with controls, though a significant degree
of variability in callosal size exists in patients with NPC. This
variability seems to relate, in part, to both state-related illness
variables (such as illness severity as indexed by the Iturriaga
symptom rating scale, and duration of neurologic symptoms)
and trait-related variables (such as degree of filipin staining).
When shape was examined, the greatest reductions occurred
in the posterior callosum and a restricted region of the callosal
genu. Notably, callosal variables correlated strongly with a number of ocular-motor variables. These findings suggest that callosal
1344
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size and morphology are useful indices of disease severity and
progression in adult patients with NPC and may prove to be useful MR imaging-based biomarkers of disease status.
MR imaging in adult patients with NPC seems to be variable, with not all patients demonstrating clear structural
change; when structural abnormalities have been described,
they have generally been of 3 types: cortical atrophy/sulcal
widening, cerebellar and brain stem atrophy, and atrophy of
the callosum.15 Although the not infrequent reporting of callosal atrophy in adult patients with NPC suggests that the callosum is affected relatively specifically in NPC, it is also possible that callosal atrophy occurs as part of a more widespread
reduction of the white matter compartment and that reduction in callosal size in the midsagittal plane is a visually obvious
marker of global white matter volume change. That white
matter is affected globally is supported by a recent DTI study
that showed widespread white matter, but more focal gray
matter, changes throughout the brains of adult patients with
NPC.16 Whereas changes in total white matter volume are relatively difficult to comment on visually and require a more
computationally intensive approach to quantify,36 callosal size
in the midsagittal plane is relatively straightforward to visually
assess and measure in adults; thus, callosal size may be a useful
marker of white matter change in NPC.
White matter changes have been reported via a range of
neuroimaging methodologies in many studies in the NPC
population. Alterations in centrum semiovale N-acetyl cysteine/Cr and choline/Cr levels have been reported in adult

patients with NPC by using MR spectroscopy.37,38 Significant
reductions in white matter integrity, including the corpus callosum, have been reported by using DTI in both pediatric and
adult patients.11,39 In animal NPC models, DTI also has demonstrated reductions in white matter integrity in NPC mice
compared with wild-type mice.23 When considered in conjunction with the widespread white matter changes seen in the
only group analysis of white matter in adult patients with
NPC, these findings are not inconsistent with widespread
changes to the white matter compartment in adult NPC that
are reflected in alterations to callosal morphology.
When white matter change is present in the setting of neurodegenerative disease that also affects gray matter structures,
it can be difficult to determine whether changes to white matter structures are primary, are secondary to gray matter loss, or
occur concurrently with and underpinned by the same pathophysiology as gray matter change. In cortical dementias such
as Alzheimer disease, for example, alterations to regional callosal structure are known to correlate with reductions in gray
matter in the hemispheric regions they interconnect,40 as a
result of neuronal loss.41 However, the findings of more widespread changes to white matter in the setting of more restricted changes to gray matter in adult patients suggest that
white matter and callosal changes are not merely secondary to
gray matter change.16 Evidence from human and animal studies is supportive of disease-related changes occurring in white
matter structures, including alterations to axonal structure,42-44 axonal number,24 alteration of the production of
myelin-specific proteins,24,45 and impairments to oligodendrocyte differentiation.46 In one animal study using both neuroimaging and immunohistochemistry, Npc1⫺/⫺ mice
showed a reduction in signal intensity in the callosum, and
reductions in myelin content were demonstrated in the corpus
callosum and external capsule,23 suggesting that myelination
deficits may at least be partly responsible for these callosal
changes. However, our shape analysis demonstrated that
changes were not uniform across the callosum, with greatest
reductions occurring in a the genu, connecting prefrontal cortex, and the isthmus and splenium, connecting large areas of
temporal and parietal cortex.17 This suggests that these
changes may be reflective of regional gray matter changes occurring in the brains of adult patients with NPC in addition to
a more widespread process affecting the white matter compartment as a whole. That the multivariate regression did not
detect an effect of illness variables on shape is notable, given
that these variables showed a significant association with overall callosal size; one interpretation is that this apparent dissociation on the effect of illness variables on overall callosal size
in one analysis, and regional callosal shape in the other, may
reflect a more diffuse effect of illness progression on callosal
structure; alternatively, it may reflect that this shape analysis
(where n ⫽ 9) lacked the statistical power to detect regional
changes seen in the between-group analysis (where n ⫽ 35).
The correlation between duration of neurologic symptoms
and callosal size is also suggestive of progressive loss of white
matter volume in adult patients with NPC with illness progression, again probably reflective of changes in both gray and
white matter compartments with illness progression, but longitudinal imaging is required to elucidate the nature of these
changes in this patient group.

The results of correlational analyses between ocular-motor
functioning and callosal structure are intriguing, suggesting
that pathology in the networks underpinning both voluntary
and reflexive saccades in NPC is related to callosal change.
Vertical gaze palsy is characteristic of NPC, and alterations to
both frontal and brain stem control of horizontal saccades
occur in adult patients and may be an additional index of
disease status.32 The regional reductions demonstrated in the
genu of patients with NPC were in a zone that may contain
fibers from the FEFs,17 suggesting that prefrontal changes affecting FEFs and their connections to other brain regions may
underpin altered voluntary saccadic function in NPC. This is
consistent with findings in presymptomatic patients with
Huntington disease, in which impairment of voluntarily
guided saccades was strongly correlated with disrupted white
matter between frontal cortex and the striatum, suggesting
frontal white matter changes may drive these findings.47 Alterations to reflexive saccades also have been described in patients with lesions to white matter underlying parietal cortex,
the FEFs, and the anterior corpus callosum,48 and interhemispheric communication between the FEFs is known to occur
before saccadic onset.49 In adult NPC, it is possible that alterations to both voluntary and reflexive saccades relate to underlying widespread changes in white matter throughout the
brain, affecting the networks involved in saccadic eye movement, and are reflected in reductions in callosal size and thickness. Our findings suggest that these measures of ocularmotor function are closely related to brain changes that occur
in adult NPC and suggest that ocular-motor variables are
themselves markers of global and regional brain changes in the
disease and may be important endophenotypes of overall illness status.
This study has several limitations. Although we state that
callosal size may index illness stage due to its correlation with
disease duration, this study did not examine longitudinal data
in this patient cohort, and true longitudinal analyses are required to examine the effect of illness progression on callosal
structure. In addition, we have not analyzed white matter
change in relationship to gray matter change in this study;
thus, we cannot definitively quantify the relationship between
alterations to the callosum and changes to the cortical areas
that are connected through the callosal regions of maximal
change. Relating callosal regional change to parcellated cortical volume may elucidate the relationship between gray
and white matter compartments more definitively in this
population.
Conclusions
We have shown that a visually obvious and readily measured
brain region seems to index both state and trait variables in
adult NPC. This may be reflective of changes to both white and
gray matter compartments in the adult brain in these patients.
Further imaging studies are required to more definitively
demonstrate the utility of callosal morphology in tracking illness progression and response to treatment in adult patients
with NPC. For the callosum to be considered a useful biomarker in adult NPC, longitudinal studies that show in what
way the callosum is affected by illness progression, and how
this is modified by treatment, are required.
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